WAUKESHA COUNTY SCOUTPROGRAMS
AT RETZER ENVIRONMENTAL LEARNING CENTER
S14 W28167 Madison Street, Waukesha, WI 53188
Join other Waukesha County scouts as you achieve requirements towards your badge!
Come as a scout group or independently, but each scout must be registered individually.

Register online at www.waukeshacounty.gov/scoutnights

Spring Cub Scout Night

Monday, April 20 (Register by Thursday, April 16)
$5.00 per scout, per program*
Time

Scout

Program

4:00 5:00 p.m.

Tiger

Sky is the Limit*
Scouts will discover that the sky is the limit during this visit to the Horwitz-DeRemer Planetarium. During the
star talk and Star Signs planetarium show, observe constellations and names of stars in the night sky. After,
explore jobs in astronomy within the literature found in the planetarium lobby.

4:00 5:00 p.m.

Wolf

Finding Your Way Adventure
Learn how to read a map, locate where you live and to use a compass to work your way through a scavenger
hunt on the Retzer trails. Requirements 1A, 2A-B, 3 and 4 will be completed during this program.

5:00 6:00 p.m.

Bear &
Wolf

Space Exploration*
Scouts will examine space exploration through the new historical documentary called CapCom Go! The
Apollo Story, which showcases the achievements of the Apollo program and what it took to put the first
human on the moon.

5:00 6:00 p.m.

Webelos

Into the Wild Adventure
Learn about bird flyways, wild creatures in their habitats, and local animals. Identify components of the food
chain and how humans have changed the balance of nature. As we take a hike along wetlands, we will learn
about the role of aquatic ecosystems. Requirements 4-9 will be completed during this program.

6:00 8:00 p.m.

Webelos

Adventures in Science* ($10 per scout)
Discover Adventures in Science at the Horwitz-DeRemer Planetarium and study the night sky. While watching
the star talk, scouts are able to sketch the night sky over a 6 hour period by observing constellations like the
Big Dipper and names of stars like Polaris. Finish the evening by building and launching a stomp rocket.

Fall Cub Scout Night

Monday, October 12 (Register by Thursday, October 8)
$5.00 per scout, per program*
Time

Scout

Program

4:30 5:30 p.m.

Bear/
Wolf

Space Exploration*
Scouts will examine space exploration through the new historical documentary called CapCom Go! The
Apollo Story, which showcases the achievements of the Apollo program and what it took to put the first
human on the moon.

4:30 5:30 p.m.

Tiger

Tigers in the Wild Adventure
Enjoy the outdoors while identifying different plants and animals and the signs they have left behind as we
hike the trails. Requirements 1-4 and 6-7 will be covered during this program.

5:45 6:45 p.m.

Tiger

Sky is the Limit*
Scouts will examine space exploration through the new historical documentary called CapCom Go! The
Apollo Story, which showcases the achievements of the Apollo program and what it took to put the first
human on the moon.

5:45 6:45 p.m.

Bear

Fur, Feathers, Ferns Adventure
Hike the trails and learn how to identify signs of mammals, birds, insect and plants. We will observe wildlife
from a distance and plants close up! Requirements 1, 2, 4, and 5 will be covered during this program.

6:00 8:00 p.m.

Wolf

Paws on the Path Adventure
Join a naturalist on a hike to identify birds, insects, and other animals along the trails. Watch and record
interesting items we find as we hike. Requirements 1-6 will be covered during this program.

7:00 8:00 p.m.

Webelo

Adventures in Science* ($10 per scout)
Discover Adventures in Science at the Horwitz-DeRemer Planetarium and study the night sky. While watching
the star talk, scouts are able to sketch the night sky over a 6-hour period by observing constellations like the
Big Dipper and names of stars like Polaris.

*For Planetarium Shows ONLY: Any chaperone or sibling wishing to attend the planetarium show with their scout can pay $5
at the door on Cub Scout Night as space allows (maximum planetarium capacity is 90).

